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About This Game

Plague hunter is an indie platformer game in the dark fantasy vein. In the game you’ll be using sword and gun to cut your way
through hordes of zombies and other terrible monsters, avoiding deadly traps.

Oldschool gameplay

A variety of monsters

Battles with giant bosses that require tactics

Stylish graphics

Character upgrade

Story:

It all began in the days of bicentenary war, when the Order of Crusaders led the campaign against the elder nations. The Order
was victorious; it took no prisoners, exterminating one race after another. Dead bodies filled the streets of ravaged cities. And

amidst this putrid stench the darkest evil came to our world…
A terrible curse caused people to go insane and rot alive, slowly turning into atrocious monsters. Cities hit by this epidemic
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turned into giant hives of the ones led by the will of the pack. Soon all the elder kingdoms were swallowed by the Plague.
The king ordered the Master of the Order to stop the campaign and to build fortresses against the infection, and 300 years since

they are defending the northern land from the swarm of plague.
Sometimes infected crusaders kept themselves sane. Those who suffered such fate were setting off their last crusade. Struck
with the disease, they became plague hunters and were heading to the very heart of the infected land just to fall in battle and

take as many insane monsters as they could with...
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Title: Plague hunter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Shiv
Publisher:
Shiv
Release Date: 8 May, 2020

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Latest graphics drivers

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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